Synthesis of hydroxypropylcellulose-poly(acrylic acid) particles with semi-interpenetrating polymer network structure.
To develop a novel type of semi-IPN particles using biocompatible materials, hydroxypropylcellulose-poly(acrylic acid) (HPC-PAA) particles with semi-interpenetrating polymer network structure and a porosity-structural surface were prepared by direct polymerization of acrylic acid monomer in the reaction system comprised of HPC and AA monomer and N,N'-methylenebisacrylamide (MBAAm). The properties of HPC-PAA gel particles were characterized by dynamic light scattering, FT-IR, transmission electron microscopy, and atomic force microscope. It is found that the formation of HPC-PAA gel particles is driven by the hydrogen bonding interaction between proton-donating PAA and proton-accepting HPC. These HPC-PAA gel particles exhibit thermo and pH dual-responsive behaviors. Depending on the chemical composition and the degree of cross-linking, the thermo-responsive property of HPC-PAA gel particles can be shifted from the UCST to the LCST property, and particle sizes can be changed from 100 to 1 microm in a controllable way. Successful loading of the gel particles with oxaliplatin, a hydrophilic antitumor drug, was achieved by take advantage of the complex interaction between the platinum atom of oxaliplatin and the carboxylic group of PAA in the gel particles. In vitro cytotoxicity assay indicates that the oxalipatin-loaded HPC-PAA gel particles have high anticancer activity. Considering the good biosafety, simple and mild preparation strategy and tunable size as well as the stimuli-responsive properties, the HPC-PAA gel particles should be a promising candidate for the drug delivery system.